LOBBY Exhibits at the Jewish Historical Society and Jewish Museum of Maryland

April 19-26, 1998  
*Miriam Lodge*. Lobby exhibit.

March-April 1999  
*Passover Plates*. Lobby exhibit.

Fall 1999  
*Easterwood Park Boys Reunion*. Lobby exhibit in conjunction with reunion program.

Fall 2000  
*Tribute to George Segal*. Lobby exhibit

October 15, 2000  
*Tribute to Jacob Glushakow*. Lobby exhibit featuring art in the JMM collection.

November 5, 2000-February 2001  
*Making History: What’s Jewish Now?* Lobby exhibit based on the Time Capsules educational project.

November 9, 2000-  
*Rediscovering My Childhood: Memories of a Child Survivor*. Drawings by Max Amichai Heppner. Lobby exhibit in conjunction with public program.

May 7, 2000-June 2000  
*Remembering the Past, Building the Future: Levindale Auxiliary*. Lobby Exhibit.

January 2001?  
*Tribute to Rueben Kramer* Lobby exhibit featuring art from the JMM collection.

September 24, 2000  
*A Tribute to “Jewish Baltimore: A Family Album”* Lobby exhibit in conjunction with book signing event with Gil Sandler.

September 4-30, 2002  
*Shadows and Glances: Images of Israel by Jack Eisenberg*. Lobby Exhibit

September 4, 2002  

February 17, 2003  
*Portrait of Saul Bernstein*. Hung in lobby in conjunction with the play “Three Jewish Lives.”

May 5, 2003- June 10, 2003  
*Who Was the Woman Who Wore the Hat*. Illustrations from the book by Nancy Patz in conjunction with Creative Conversation Program. Lobby exhibit.

June 17, 2003- June 30, 2003  
Artwork by Rachel Steinberg Warschawski in conjunction with Creative Conversation Program. Lobby Exhibit.

September 14, 2003  
*Highlights from the Jack Levin Papers at the Jewish Museum of Maryland*. Lobby exhibit in conjunction with
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program promoting the publication of “Fighting the Good Fight: The Writings of Jack L. Levin.”

October 30, 2003

Selected Baby Items from the Jewish Museum of Maryland. Lobby exhibit in conjunction with program “What’s in a Name? Everything You Always Wanted to Know About Jewish Naming Traditions.

October 2004


May 6, 2005-

Baltimore Hebrew Congregation at 175. Lobby exhibit of objects, photographs and archival material to celebrate the 175th anniversary of Baltimore Hebrew Congregation, in conjunction with their Havdallah service.

November 16 - December 23, 2005


May 17, 2007- June 5, 2007

Catholic School Student Response to Jewish History and Culture: JMM Collaboration with Cardinal Gibbon and Seton Keough High Schools. Lobby.


The Ship That Launched A Nation: 60th anniversary of Exodus 1947. Lobby

January 7- January 17, 2010

Today Only! Highlights of Hutzler’s. Front 1/5 of Feldman Gallery. JMM Collections highlights featuring Hutzler family, Hutzler department store, and select text and photos from Enterprising Emporiums. Exhibition in conjunction with Michael Lipsky book talk, Hutzler’s.
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